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Disney fanatics 'wish upon a star'

Three students enter Disney Dream 'Job,' Ultimate Fan contests
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By Megan Baird
Editor-in-Chief
Don’t be surprised to
see Mickey Mouse or Cinderella roaming campus, because Disney magic has arrived at Taylor.
Three Taylor students have
entered two Disney contests,
with two of them, sophomore
Randy Kizer and senior Deb
Gates, making it to the competitions' final rounds.
Gates channeled her inner
pirate and was named one
of 20 Disney Pirate finalists
in the Disney Dream “Job”
Contest, sponsored by careerbuilder.com. She awaits
news of her status, while
Kizer has already learned he
did not win the Disney Ultimate Fan Contest.
“I was completely shocked
when I actually got the
phone call saying that I had
made it to the finals!” Gates

said. “I thought she was
a telemarketer, and I was
about to hang up on her, until I realized she had said she
was from careerbuilder.com.
Then I started freaking out!”
Gates and senior Jeane
Baker entered the contest
hoping to win a trip to
Disneyland and a one-day
position as a Disney Pirate and a Princess-in-Waiting, respectively.
“I participated in this
contest because I’ve always
wanted to be a Disney princess,” Baker said. “I love Disney theme parks, and any
chance I can get to go, I
take it.”
If chosen as one of five
Disney Pirate grand prize
winners, Gates and three
friends will fly to the Disneyland Resort in Anaheim,
Calif., for a stay of four days
and three nights. Disney will
pay for plane tickets, hotel

accommodations and Park
Hopper tickets for Gates and
her friends, and will also give
them a $250 voucher.
Gates and Baker decided
to enter the contest after
Gates’ boyfriend, senior
Jake Lentscher, found the
contest information online
while job searching.
“I’ve never thought about actually working [at
Disneyland],” Gates said,
“but we couldn’t pass up
this opportunity.”
The two women each
made a 45-second video,
posted them on YouTube,
and submitted the links to
Disney via an online application.
“We were a little nervous,
though, because we did
it the night before it was
due, so we were in a time
crunch,” Gates said. “But
we made it!”
Gates’ video shows her

wearing a shirt adorned with
a pirate ship, growling like
a pirate, and dunking Baker
into the “town well” – a pink,
plastic bucket.
“What’s a pirate’s favorite candy?” Gates asks in the
video. “A Maaars bar!”
Disney chooses winners
based a combination of video views and votes before
March 30. To vote for Gates
and to see her video, visit
http://www.careerbuilder.
c o m / d i s n e y d re a m j o b s /
home.asp.
“I’ve really appreciated all
the votes that I’ve received
already, and I hope that with
help from people all over,
I really can win this dream
job,” Gates said.
Kizer tried to embrace
Disney magic through
the wardrobe into
Narnia,
only to be
eliminated
in the final
round of the Disney
Ultimate Fan
Contest.
Kizer
was
chosen as one
of six Narnia “Ultimate
Fans” after submitting a video
showing the miniNarnia he had created with figurines.
The other finalists
entered
essays,
artwork and poetry.
Visitors to the narnia.
com Web site then voted
for the “Ultimate
F a n ”

based on these entries, choosing Emily, a mom with
four kids from Atlanta, as
the biggest Narnia fan for
her Narnia-themed essay
and collage.
Kizer said he first thought
Emily had won after she disappeared from a chat room
this Monday night, the
day by
which
Disney
represent at ives
had agreed
to notify the
winner.
“I was a
bit disapp-

ointed that Tuesday,” Kizer
said. “However, I pretty
much had gotten over it when
I found out for sure. From the
very beginning, I knew winning was a ridiculous long
shot, so, in my view, the results have always been up
to God.”
Kizer said he thought the
contest's voting system contributed to his loss.
"The voting system doesn't
really measure the level of
your fanhood," he said.
"I have no idea how
Emily won, but there
is a good chance she is
more hardcore about
Narnia than I am.
"I'm pretty sure
there are numerous
fans who live
and breathe C.S.
Lewis, and if Emily is one of those
people, then I'm
glad she won."
Despite
his
defeat, Kizer said
his passion for
Narnia has
not dimmed.
“Narnia
has
sentimental and
nostalgic
significance
for me,” he
said. “It reminds me of
my childhood
and the time
when I discovered my love of literature and story-telling."
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IFC speaker advocates movies NPR producer visits campus to
examine 'no dancing' policy
as effective witnessing tools
By Lauren Free
Contributor
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Robert K. Johnston, professor of theology and culture at Fuller Theological Seminary, answers
students' questions at an IFC sponsored question and answer session on Thursday afternoon.
This event preceeded his Thursday night talk, "Morality Bites," which emphasized that all movies, regardless of content, can be used as platforms for sharing the Gospel with unbelievers.
"Movies allow you to be more honest and go deeper than just sitting around a table," Johnston
said. "It's as if there are six people present, and that sixth person, the movie, is willing to spill
his guts."
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Handy Andy runs and Saturday night trips to Muncie
are normal for Taylor students, but those outside of
the Taylor community may
find these activities unusual.
Enter Hillary Frank, author and radio producer who
works with National Public
Radio, to bridge this gap.
Frank contacted Taylor
three weeks ago to express
interest in exploring Taylor’s
student life and the Life Together Covenant, specifically
the “no dancing” policy.
Through an email interview, Frank said she read an
article by Mark Oppenheimer
in the New York Times Magazine about a Christian college allowing social dancing
for the first time.
The article listed Taylor as
one of the few universities
that still forbids social dancing. Frank’s managing editor told her to choose one of
the schools and explore the
students’ weekend activities
for an NPR segment on their
"Weekend America" program
on March 24.
“I wouldn’t say I’m ‘re-

searching’ anything in particular,” she said. “Research,
to me, is an academic word.
I’m coming to Taylor to discover and to report on what
I find out. I’m hoping to be
surprised and to surprise
our audience.”
Junior Tamara Shaya hosted Frank during her visit to
Taylor last weekend. Shaya
said Frank, who lives in
Pennsylvania, came to Taylor
last Saturday and left Monday morning. She is returning this weekend.
Frank interviewed Shaya
and other students about
the LTC and the “no dancing” policy.
Jim Garringer, director of
print communications and
media relations, also worked
with Frank during her first
visit to Taylor.
“We had a great time with
her on Saturday, sharing our
hearts and showing her what
Taylor is all about,” he said.
“From what I understand,
she was very impressed with
the people she interviewed,
and overall, I think the weekend visit went very well.”
According to Garringer,
Frank also interviewed some
staff members, including

Steve Austin, director of student programs, and David
Ritchie, director of the Taylor Fund.
“She had some very
thoughtful, straight-forward
questions. And really, they
were questions that we’ve
been asking here all along,”
Garringer said. “The great
thing about the LTC is that
it’s always been open land,
free to discuss.”
During
his
interview
with Frank, Garringer said
he hoped to emphasize the
LTC is more than a list
of “do not’s”; the LTC also
has many “do’s,” such as
encouraging and challenging one another, and living
with integrity.
According to Garringer,
Frank recognized the LTC
is more than a “no dancing” policy.
“She is a very enjoyable
person, and she’s been
very professional in
her
treatment of the subject,”
Garringer said.
Frank plans to meet with
a few Taylor students this
weekend and join them for
their weekend activities.
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Financial goals, timelines Campus takes part in blood drive
stated for science building
By Chrissie Thompson
Associate Editor
Administrators are calling
the fall 2007 groundbreaking goal for the new science
center an “ambitious target,”
although they say they are
making fundraising progress.
Ben Sells, vice president
for university advancement,
said raising money for the
$45 million building may
take longer than planners
had originally thought, but
the ambitious target date
motivates fundraisers working to make the Vision 2016
plan of dramatically expanding the campus a reality by
the year 2016.
“It’s kind of like having a
term paper, you know, and a
deadline,” he said. “It’s the
No. 1 priority right now. It’s
the leading project [for Vision 2016].”
The Taylor board of trustees has stipulated that construction on the new science
center cannot begin until the
university has roughly $30
million on hand through
donations or pledges. Right
now, Sells said, donors have
appropriated $2 million for
the building.
University
fundraisers
usually count on one or two
lead donors whose gifts
would cover between $15
million and $20 million of the
building’s costs. Through the
process of seeking and courting possible donors, Taylor
has identified some potential
sources for lead gifts.
One lead donor possibility
did not come to fruition, Sells
said, and he could not explicitly say whether the other
possibilities were good ones.
“It’s a good possibility if they say yes, right?”
he said, adding fundraising can progress quickly
once someone does decide to give a major gift.
Sells said the science building represents the single largest building project in Taylor
history. The costs include
a $10 million endowment
for operational expenses
so tuition does not increase

after the building’s construction. To give perspective, Senior Development
Officer Jerry Cramer said
the building that includes
the Modelle Metcalf Visual
Arts Center and part of the
Rupp Communication Arts
Building cost $8 million.
“We put a timeline out for
the public — it’s just typical
you would do that — but,
so, that’s what the anxiety
for the public is: You’ve said
you’re going to do something
by a date,” Cramer said. “We
need substantial giving. To
have everyone contribute at
a small amount, it’s going to
take a long time.”
Meanwhile, Mark Colgan,
associate dean for the science division, said the science faculty has spent recent
weeks refining budgets for
new furniture, equipment
and audio/visual apparatuses. He said the new science
building will also include a
café, spaces that give more
opportunities for research,
and a room to host community groups and reach out to
global organizations.
“You have your wishes
that you want, and then
you have to narrow it down
to reasonable amounts,” he
said. “We’re praying that in
the Lord’s time it’s all going
to come together.”
Colgan said the science
departments need the new
building because Taylor built
the Nussbaum Science Center for half the number of
faculty and a smaller student
body than Taylor currently
has. He said 20 percent of
Taylor students are science
majors.
Although the Advancement Office is courting a
Taylor-specific pool of donors, Sells said other state
and private universities’ construction of science buildings
means Taylor must compete
for science donors. After
Russia’s launch of the Sputnik spacecraft and satellites
in the 1950s and 1960s, many
universities built science
buildings that are now 40
years old.
“Everyone’s out there

building science buildings,”
he said, mentioning that
Christian colleges Wheaton
and Gordon are also building
new science centers. “Fortunately for us, we have a great
science program, which gives
us a lot of credibility.”
Despite fundraising difficulties, Sells believes the
project will come to fruition.
“It’s going to happen —
I’m convinced of that,” he
said. “We’re confident the
right project is the right size,
is the right time.”
Sells said the science center, which will probably
take two years to build, will
help prepare Taylor for the
fundraising necessary to accomplish Vision 2016. The
Upland campus raised $9
million last fiscal year, and
he said Taylor needs to raise
that amount plus the money
needed for the science center
every year if Vision 2016 will
become reality.
But Sells said Vision 2016
will not take place linearly:
Projects will begin as donors express interest. For instance, donors are currently
involved with funding a new
university entrance and improvements to the track and
field facilities.
Senior Chris Fink, who
served on the student advisory panel for the new science center, said Taylor displayed good judgment in
making the science center the
first priority for Vision 2016.
“There is a big need for
Christians in the sciences,”
he said. “The fact that Taylor
is promoting that and even
making it into the flagship
[building endeavor] I think
just does a lot to … promote
that vision.”
Fink said the new science
center will make Taylor competitive with other schools
that have completed or begun science buildings.
“This kind of definitely
put us back in the ball game
in terms of attracting good
quality science students,” he
said.

EARN MONEY AND PREPARE FOR YOUR FUTURE.
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The American Red Cross, along with Taylor Student Organization, set up shop Thursday
in Rediger Auditorium for the university's most recent blood drive. So many students
attended the event the Red Cross could not accept walk-ins. “They say it saves lives,"
five-time donor junior Kayley Duke, pictured above, said. "If it’s not any trouble to me, I
might as well [give blood].”

Salt can damage plants, cars
By Randy Kizer
Contributor
The snowstorm is over, but
the effects of the salt scattered
around campus linger.
The blizzard that began Feb. 12 and continued
through Feb. 14 had the
grounds staff working 30
hours straight to clear the
roads. With high winds and
continuing snowfall, they
had to re-plow the Loop every 15 minutes.
“The guys only allowed
themselves one to two-hour
breaks to take a quick nap,
but that was it,” Greg Eley
said. “Our primary concerns
were clearing access to the
dining commons, the library
and paths for emergency vehicles to reach the dorms.”
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in water have lower freezing
points. So the salt lowers the
ice’s freezing point, melting
it.
According to Eley, the salt
used on campus is less harmful to the environment than
the salt used on highways.
Although less abrasive
salts exists, they are only effective at preventing freezing
until about 15 or 20 degrees
Fahrenheit, and ice needs to
be kept from freezing down
to less than zero degrees,
Eley said.
As spring approaches, the
snow will turn into puddles
and quicken the rusting process, so Eley said motorists
should regularly wash their
cars’ underbodies.

Spencer's attorney withdraws from case
By Megan Baird
Editor-In-Chief

Our part time works for you.

Since then, crews have regularly salted campus roads
and walkways.
Housekeeping
cleans
the salt tracked into buildings, but salt causes more
problems than soiled floors.
If used in large quantities,
it can rust cars and damage
plant life.
“It’s hard to quantify the
effects road salt has on the
environment,”
chemistry
Professor Dan Hammond
said.
Hammond said oxygen
steals electrons from iron,
which causes rust. Salt in the
water quickens this process.
In nature, the effect of salt
is not caused by a chemical
reaction, but by an oversaturation of a particular mineral. Substances dissolved

Trucker Robert Spencer’s
defense attorney, Joe Keith
Lewis, has withdrawn from
the case.
A man Lewis had previously represented Spencer
may testify against Spencer
if the case is tried, so Judge
Brian D. Hutchison granted
Lewis’ departure from Spencer's case.
Spencer, whose semitrailer collided with a Taylor van
April 26, faces five counts of
reckless homicide and four
counts of criminal recklessness causing serious bodily
injury.
According to prosecuting attorney James Luttrull,
Lewis will remain Spencer’s
attorney until March 23,
when a hearing regarding accident reconstruction details
will take place.
Max Ludy of Portland,
Ind., will be Spencer’s new
attorney, Luttrull said.
According to Hutchison,
a trial date has not yet been
set, but will probably take
place this summer.
On Feb. 27, Luttrull and
Lewis took turns eliminating
counties for the trial from a

list of seven in hopes of reducing juror bias. The trial
was moved to Jay County,
which is about 40 miles from
Grant County.

Spencer is currently being
held on a $75,000 cash surety
bond in Jay County Jail.
*Information compiled from
www.gaylordheraldtimes.com
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Taylor launches Christians for Biblical Equality chapter
Organization uses biblical understanding to stress equality in home, church between genders
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Anne Marie Hardy, student president of CBE, and Larry Helyer, faculty sponsor, share their hopes for the new campus group.

By Anna Daniels
Staff Writer
Men and women created
equal? Taylor’s newly formed
chapter of Christians for Bib-

lical Equality believes so.
CBE, an evangelical organization, promotes gender and
racial equality in the home
and church through biblical teaching that expounds

these views.
Professor of Biblical Studies Larry Helyer and his wife,
Joyce, are faculty sponsors for
the Taylor CBE chapter.
“Joyce was a member of

Dollar $mart: Budgets help to
ensure financial responsibility
By Christine Allen
Staff Writer
College students are no
strangers to the struggles
of managing money on an
unsteady income. While
many are bargain-shopping
experts, most do not use
a budget.
Junior Katie Nelson said
she doesn’t budget, but she
does keep her spending under control.
“I just know how much
money I make and do it all in
my head,” she said. “I don’t
have credit cards, so I can’t
spend more than I have. That
makes it easier.”
Business and finance professor Scott Adams has experience helping Taylor students build budgets. He said
students should commit to
their budget.
In order to form a personal
budget, Adams suggests using a spending plan worksheet that outlines income
and breaks down expenses.
Adams has these sheets available for students, as do any
finance or money Web sites.
“Take your best estimate on
filling in [the] categories you
have to keep track of,” Adams
said. “At the end there’s a balance exercise to see if you’re
coming in under your income
or over your income.”
Saving receipts allows
students to see how they
spend their money, according
to Adams.
“The reality is most people don’t know where their
money goes,” he said. “It’s

not just college students,
it’s everybody.”
Adams
said
working
through the spending plan
to find a budget that fits may
take several months.
“Go through the exercise
every month, keeping the receipts and seeing where you
are,” Adams said. “Then you
can start looking for ways to
make the budget work.”
Adams also suggested
using the monthly evaluation time to look for areas in
which spending is too high.
For example, frequently buying tall lattes may cost up to
$200 a semester.
“I would challenge [students] to make a tithing and
savings goal and do those
first,” Adams said. “I’ve even
met people [who] only budget [those] and just keep their
spending in line.”
Adams said that a college
student’s income varies dramatically each month, unlike
most working adults’. Because of this, making a budget during this stage of life
may prove frustrating, but

Adams said it is worthwhile
for students.

“The reality is most
people don’t know
where their money
goes. It’s not just
college students,
it’s everybody.”
-Scott Adams-

“At this time it’s more habit-forming," he said. "If they
learn how to do this now,
when they take their first job
and get their own apartment,
they’ll know how to do this at
that point in time.”
This article is the first in a series that will address the factors
that lead to financial independence. The Echo staff believes
understanding and implementation of these concepts are imperative to success in life both before
and after graduation.
If there are any specific topics
that you would like to see addressed, from 401k's to checking accounts to savings bonds,
email Lauren_Hartshorn@taylor.edu with your suggestions
and/or requests.

Recapping the steps to success:
1. DO save receipts and keep track of cash
2. DO track and categorize current expenses
3. DO establish current spending habits as over or
under your income
4. DO examine spending habits to target and reduce areas of over-spending
5. DO formulate a detailed, flexible budget based
on knowledge of spending habits and expenses
6. DON'T forget to plan for saving and tithing
7. DON'T get discouraged if the budget has to be
altered a few times before finalization
Editor's note
We regret the error made
in last week’s article about
the history department.
International studies, not
international business, as
the article stated, is a major
within the history department. The international
business major is part of
the business department.
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CBE for a year or two before
she suggested that we ought
to have a chapter,” Helyer
said. “That percolated in my
mind for a bit, [and] I thought
[it] would be a really neat

thing to have a chapter on
Taylor’s campus.”
Senior Anne Marie Hardy,
student president of Taylor’s
CBE chapter, has other rationale for supporting the
chapter. She cites challenging
Taylor students' traditional
backgrounds when viewing
gender as one of her motives
for joining; Hardy said college is an ideal time to start
examining traditional views
of gender.
According to the CBE
Web site, www.cbeinternational.org, the organization has over 25 chapters,
which include members from
80 denominations.
“We have no desire to get
on bandwagons,” Helyer
said. “We want to make sure
this is something that’s rooted in biblical truth.”
Hardy agreed with Helyer.
“We’re not just following
social trends of ‘this is what’s
popular in today’s society,’”
she said. “We truly believe
this is what the Bible teaches
and that when we engage the
Bible honestly, this is where
it leads.”
CBE will host its first event,
featuring Alan Johnson,
professor emeritus of New
Testament and Christian
ethics at Wheaton College,
and his wife, Reah, at 8:15

p.m. Monday in the Recital
Hall. Refreshments and a
question-and-answer session
will follow.
Johnson and his wife will
discuss transitioning from
traditional gender role views
to egalitarian views.

“We truly believe
this is what the Bible
teaches and that when
we engage the Bible
honestly, this is where
it leads.”
-Anne Marie Hardy-

Hardy believes that Johnson, a former Evangelical
Theology Society president,
represents the firm foundation of CBE.
“Part of what’s exciting
about being a part of the CBE
… [is that] it’s not just a fringe
movement,” Hardy said. “It’s
a very respected, very large
movement within the evangelical world today.”
According to Hardy, CBE
also hopes to host a panel
discussion, creating an open
forum to further the biblical understanding of gender and race for the entire
campus. The Taylor chapter
aims to have a function once
a quarter.
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Two great films bring diversity to theaters

ZODIAC

BY JOSH PORTER
A&E EDITOR

Most modern horror movies emphasize cheap scares
and unnecessary gore, leaving audience members aching for meaning. “Zodiac”
breaks this tradition, offering
chilling moments while still
appealing to the intellect.
“Zodiac” is a visual account
of the famous unsolved Zodiac murders in San Francisco,
Calif., 40 years ago. The ﬁlm
is directed by David Fincher
(“Se7en”) and stars Jake Gyllenhaal (“Brokeback Mountain”), Robert Downey Jr.
(“Kiss Kiss Bang Bang”) and
Mark Ruffalo (“Collateral”).
“Zodiac” follows three individuals as they investigate
the murders and ultimately
allow their forensic obsessions to ruin their lives.

If violence deﬁnes a horror
movie, “Zodiac” is half the
horror movie “The Silence of
the Lambs” is. Despite this,
the former manages to equal
the latter in its deep exploration of the human condition.
Many similar ﬁlms tend
to explore the serial killer’s
personality and ignore the
disturbing and profound developments in the minds of
the investigators. “Zodiac”
avoids the serial killer clichés
and takes full advantage of
this unique perspective.
David Fincher once again
puts his directing talents to
tremendous use in “Zodiac.”
Fincher takes the most innocent locations and situations,
such as a couple lying in the
grass near a pond, and uses
some brilliant camera work
to add an ominous quality
and atmosphere. Certainly an

incredible accomplishment,
considering the murderer
isn’t the ﬁlm’s main focus.
As with any great character study, the skilled actors
play a huge role in the ﬁlm’s
believability. From the police
investigator whose persistence scares away his partner,
to the crime reporter driven
to drug abuse, to the puzzle-obsessed cartoonist who
alienates his family with his
arrogant resolve, every main
character gets his due.
“Zodiac” is a refreshing indication that intelligent murder / suspense ﬁlms like “The
Shining” and “The Silence of
the Lambs” are not necessarily a thing of the past. Those
willing to sit through the
ﬁlm’s longer running time
(158 minutes) will appreciate
its depth and maturity.
(Movie Rating: 8 out of 10)

Photos courtesy of rottentomatoes.com

AMAZING
BY ANDREW NEEL
SPORTS EDITOR

Hollywood has three main
types of movies: those that
force-feed viewers a message, those that tell a story,
and Adam Sandler or Rob
Schneider comedies.
“Amazing Grace” initially
seemed to be a typical family-values movie meant to
teach a lesson, but instead it
boldly presents a powerful
and moving narrative.
This historical ﬁlm, which
depicts the journey of William Wilberforce as he helped
abolish slavery in Great Britain, allows the story to speak
for itself. The movie also
provides a unique perspective on the life of John Newton, Wilberforce’s uncle and
the composer of the hymn
“Amazing Grace.”

Ioan Gruffudd superbly
portrays the passion of Wilberforce without making
scenes overly sentimental.
Most message-driven ﬁlms
present sappy, feel-good relationships that only exist to
help prove a point. In contrast, however, the emotions
of Wilberforce and his friend
and political ally, Prime Minister William Pitt (Benedict
Cumberbatch), seem genuine
and realistic.
Director Michael Apted interestingly chose to tell the
majority of Wilberforce’s
story as a series of ﬂashbacks
presented from the perspective of a disheartened Wilberforce 15 years after he started
his quest to end slavery.
Although slightly confusing, this method highlights
Wilberforce’s whole-hearted
dedication to his cause.

Some of the most riveting scenes in the movie take
place in the British House of
Commons, where Wilberforce carries on lively debates
with other members of Parliament about the rights of
African slaves. Apted does a
fantastic job of presenting the
differing views on slavery in
their historical context.
Transforming a biography
into a successful ﬁlm can
be difﬁcult, but “Amazing
Grace” does a tremendous
job of displaying the impact
of Wilberforce’s life and the
sacriﬁces he made to accomplish his noble goal. Before
dismissing “Amazing Grace”
as a boring movie trying
to teach a lesson, viewers
should give it a chance to tell
a story; they’ll be amazed by
the result.
(Movie Rating: 8 out of 10)

GRACE

'The Black Donnellys' are NBC's new 'Heroes' Trojan Film Fest gets
B J
P
some bonus features
A&E E
Y

OSH ORTER
DITOR

The hiatuses of NBC shows
like “Heroes” and “Studio
60 on the Sunset Strip” leave
millions of fans two choices:
stare blankly at the coffee
table every Monday night, or
find an equally compelling
show to pass the time.
“The Black Donnellys” is
that show.
Airing on NBC, “The Black
Donnellys” initially made
many critics and viewers
apprehensive. Judging from
the ads, the show seemed to
be an overly dramatic hybrid
of HBO’s “The Sopranos”
and the film “The Boondock
Saints.” The premise of four
Irish brothers growing up in
New York’s criminal underworld was interesting, but

not entirely original, making brother, serving as both a
the show’s success depen- ringleader and a father figdent on its writing and act- ure to his siblings. Actor
ing talent.
Jonathan Tucker does a
“The Black Donnellys,” remarkable job displayhowever, exceeded expec- ing Tommy’s inner struggle
tations with its
between being a
pilot episode. The
loving
brother
show’s creators
The show's and a firm authorhit the jackpot
creators hit
ity figure.
with four main
the jackpot
The writing is
actors who each with four main equally impresstand out in an
actors who
sive,
adding
ensemble. Their each stand out weight to the realdeveloped and
in an
ism of the characunique personaliensemble.
ters. Paul Haggis’
ties demand that
influence on the
viewers believe in
show is easily vistheir authenticity, and this ible here; clearly the man
believability causes the show who helped write “Crash”
to rival “The Sopranos.”
and “Million Dollar Baby”
The character of Tommy doesn’t tolerate bad writing
Donnelly will undoubtedly on a show he directs and
be an audience favorite. He produces. The presence of
is emotionally the strongest sub-par writing would make
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"The Black Donnellys" airs every Monday at 10 p.m. on NBC. The show premiered two weeks ago, attracting close to 10 million viewers.

A&E

about as much sense as adding a fresh coat of house
paint to a Ferrari.
Because of its setting, “The
Black Donnellys” employs
some mature subject matter.
The violence is not surprising,
especially considering the
show’s profundity. Haggis
unapologetically allows his
sharp visuals to cut deep,
and some violent situations
result. Violence is very real to
kids like the Donnelly brothers, and a story cannot exist
without conflict.
Some of the show's sexual situations, however,
seem forced and unnecessary. They are not extremely
graphic, since the show airs
on basic cable, but they still
manage to push the envelope at times. For this reason,
some people may be uncomfortable watching “The Black
Donnellys.”
Fortunately,
these scenes are few and far
between, so they don’t generally ruin the show.
The soundtrack includes
some great songs, like “The
Moment I Said It” by Imogen
Heap and Damien Rice’s
“Cannonball.” However,
the music sometimes tries
to command viewers to feel
certain emotions. But this
is only a minor gripe; most
people won’t notice this and
will be content with these
emotional cues, which is
essentially what the creators
appear to want.
A unique storytelling
method, stellar acting and
believable dialogue make
“The Black Donnellys” a
commendable achievement.
It’s uncertain how well the
show will hold up without
“Heroes” to bolster its fan
base, but it’s safe to say viewers will be seeing more of the
Donnelly brothers.

BY JASMIN SNYDER
CONTRIBUTOR
Trojan Film Festival is getting a makeover. A campus
event since 2001, the festival will take on several new
dimensions this year.
For the past six years, the
festival has been a one-night
event open to all Taylor students. Traditionally, Student
Activities Council has hosted
this event, with Integration
of Faith and Culture joining as a co-sponsor the past
couple of years.
This year, SAC and IFC are
teaming up with John and
Kathy Bruner, professors of
communications new media,
to redesign the festival.
“The communication arts
department is pleased to be
included in the plans for the
festival,” Kathy Bruner said.
“The new format will provide a larger platform for
the viewing and discussion
of films and will allow the
event to become a true ‘festival,’ spanning several days.”
Beginning on Tuesday,
April 10, and continuing
Wednesday and Thursday of
that week, the organizations
will host nightly screenings
of student films, following
a screening schedule that
IFC and SAC will release.
The groups are also planning question-and-answer
sessions with the creators of
the films.
This year, the festival
also adds a category for
high school entries. For the
Bruners and the communication arts department, the
festival, in addition to giving
students a place to showcase
their work, gives prospective

students a look inside the
department.
“This is a big growth year
for Taylor’s film festival,”
John Bruner said. “I’ve seen
some excellent work that
will be submitted, and I can’t
wait to see the rest.”
This year’s festival will
be a part of a weekend for
prospective new media
majors, featuring workshops
from professionals, such as
Director of the Los Angeles
Film Studies Center Rebecca
Ver Straten-McSparran, in
the film industry.
The Trojan Film Festival
awards ceremony, a formal event to recognize the
nominees, will occur Friday,
April 13. This ceremony will
introduce the nominees by
showing a trailer from their
films, with winning films in
each category screened for
the audience.
Future goals for the festival include allowing other
universities and high schools
to submit work, as well as
continuing to offer more
professional workshops to
aspiring filmmakers. The
Bruners said they would like
the festival to become a wellrenowned event that demonstrates Taylor’s engagement
and advancement in film.
“With our new media major
getting stronger each year, I
feel that the quality of films
will only continue to get better,” Steve Austin, director of
student programs, said.
Submission
guidelines
and forms are available
today in the Taylor Student
Organization office in the
upper level of the Student
Union. All films are due by 5
p.m. Monday, March 26.

O pinions
Why I enjoy writing

By Amy Watkins
Columnist
Last November, I went to
check my mail and discovered a letter from the editors
of “Parnassus.” I opened it
to read the following: “We
regret to inform you that
you are a terrible writer, and
there’s no way we would
publish your poetry — ever.”
At least, that’s what I read.
It actually said something
about the high number of applicants this year and how
they hoped I wouldn’t be
discouraged from submitting
my work again. Even so, I felt
pretty stupid for submitting
anything and tried to forget
about the whole thing.
That worked sufficiently
well until two weeks ago
when I picked up the 2007
copy of “Parnassus.” There
were a number of excellent
entries, including a few by
our own Echo writers, and
I would highly recommend
picking up a copy from the
English department office.
But as fun as it was to see
the great work Taylor’s students are capable of, I once
again began to doubt my
own abilities as a writer. If
they had rejected my work,
that must mean there was
something wrong with it.
Did that mean my writings,
both public and private, were
worthless? Why did I write
to begin with?
As I surveyed the giant
abyss of this expositional crisis, I came up with a number
of possible reasons — some
more self-serving than others. However, there was one
in particular that stood out to
me, and it is this line of reasoning I will share with you.
All of us have the desire
to make our own unique
creations. It gives us a sense
of achievement and allows

us to share a small part of
ourselves with the rest of
the world. We paint masterpieces, sing operas, conduct
experiments, program computers, analyze theories and
teach the next generation.
None of our pursuits are
worthless if we better ourselves and the world by participating in them.
I don’t write to receive
awards; I write because it
allows me to be creative, to
express my feelings and to
share my ideas with others.
I write because I love the
experience of writing — of
getting to the end, reading
it over and saying, “That’s
mine. I did that.”
Still, I won’t lie: It was
kind of cool to have someone
tell me they recognized me
from that glorious mug shot
you see here.
Okay, application time.
It’s all right if you aren’t
the most talented in whatever area you’re passionate
about. That doesn’t mean we
shouldn’t pursue excellence
and enjoy whatever recognition may come our way. After all, those are some of the
best ways to measure progress and achievement. But
like those “American Idol”
rejects, we should continue
even if we aren’t the most
talented among our peers.
If you’re looking for a
way to release some of that
creative energy inside you,
try expressing it through
writing. Write a poem for
your boyfriend or girlfriend,
document a childhood story
or send a piece of your mind
to this opinions page. And
remember, the best way to
become a better writer is to
read good writing.
Whether or not I’ve presented you with that in the
articles I’ve written for The
Echo might be a question I
don’t want to know the answer to, but I can at least say
I haven’t received any hate
mail yet.
Then again, writing isn’t
made worthy by hate mail
— or by “Parnassus.”

Consider Christianity from
a different perspective
most don’t. Christianity has
become one of the most selfTwo men are sitting in ish religions due to the very
an empty diner and one, a first question you asked me.
Christian, asks the other, “If
“The only gift Christianity
you don’t mind my asking, today tries to give the world
do you believe in heaven?”
is assurance of heaven.
Ashing his cigarette, the
“Why must I be a followother man walks to the Chris- er of Christ, so that I can be
tian’s table and responds, “I saved from the fires of hell? If
think so.”
that is the entire gospel then
“Do you think you're go- it is empty and self-seeking,
ing to heaven?”
but luckily it is not just a free
“I believe I will. Why are ticket to heaven.
you asking this? Are you
“Christ’s
message
is
one of those
about returnChristians?”
ing to the
Ask yourself:
“If you're
simple mesWould you still be a sage of love.
not a Christian,
then Christian if there were That's why it's
no heaven?
what makes
so radical. He
you think
comes down
you'll
be
here to show
able to get into heaven?”
that God is love, that he is
The smoker pauses for a not distant, and that we can
second and then begins.
be involved in his gospel of
“Eh . . . I appreciate and love here on Earth.
follow the teachings of Christ,
“If Christians could embut I’m definitely not a Chris- body this charge of love then
tian in the sense that's within yes, I could say I'm a Chrisyour churches today.”
tian. Yet I see selfish people
“How can you say you following God so that they
follow the teachings of Christ aren’t damned and thinking
and, at the same time, not call that it's love to persuade othyourself a Christian?”
ers to be selfish also.”
“How can you call yourSilence ensues for a few
self a Christian and not fol- minutes, after which the
low the teachings of Christ?” Christian responds, “Is it
replies the smoker.
wrong, then, to anticipate goThe Christian begins ing to heaven?”
to defend himself, but the
“No, not at all, but here is
smoker interrupts.
the question to ask yourself.
“I know, I know. I’ve Would you still be a Christian
heard everyone try to defend if there were no heaven?”
that they follow Christ, but
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letters to the editor

Rejoinder to 'When the non-elect suffer'
By Jim Spiegel
I want to offer a few remarks in response to Marc
Belcastro’s thoughtful reflections on the fate and suffering of the non-elect.
Succinctly put, Marc’s
point was that the suffering
of the non-elect serves no ultimate good for them, so this
presents a problem for Calvinists. Here are three brief
observations:
First, a question: Does God
have duties toward human
beings? Marc’s argument assumes so. But, then, this demands a further argument.
How does one account for
such divine duties, and what
exactly are those duties?
Of course, if Marc says that
God has no duties toward us,
or even if Marc is simply unable to establish grounds for
a divine duty to provide ultimate meaning for every human being, then his objection

to Calvinism evaporates.
Second, even if one grants
that the life of a non-elect
person must have ultimate
meaning or purpose, it does
not follow that that purpose
has to do with that person’s
life specifically.
Why not say, instead, that
the meaning or purpose
of the non-elect consists in
what he or she contributes
to the long-term good of the
elect and, most importantly,
to God’s glory?
In fact, this seems to be
Paul’s point in Romans 9:2223, where he suggests that
God shows his wrath toward
those “prepared for destruction” in order “to make the
riches of his power known
to the objects of his mercy,
whom he prepared in advance for glory.”
Here many will cite 2 Peter 3:9, which says that God
is not willing that any should
perish but wants “every-

one to come to repentance.”
What this passage shows is
that God’s will is conflicted
regarding damning souls.
How can it not be?
The Bible is clear elsewhere that he regretfully
does certain things. Check
out Lamentations 3:32-33,
for example, which explicitly
asserts that God brings grief
but does not do it willingly.
I think precisely this sort of
thing is what Peter is referring to in his letter.
Finally, it is crucial to keep
in mind that the presumed
alternative to Calvinism is
Arminianism, which denies
that God predestines who
will go to heaven or hell.
So from an Arminian perspective, what ultimate good
does suffering serve for those
who end up in hell? It is hard
to see what advantage the
Arminian approach could
provide here.
So while the problem cited

by Marc might serve as an
objection to the Christian
doctrine of hell generally,
it does not tell specifically
against Calvinism.
The orthodox Arminian believes that when God
made the world he already
knew in advance who would
choose him and who would
not. So in creating the world
he, ipso facto, guaranteed the
fate of those who would ultimately be damned (which is
tantamount to the same double predestination Calvinists
get blasted for believing).
So the Arminian “cure” to
the “problem of predestination” (if one wants to call it
that) is a delusion. (I once
labored under that delusion,
by the way, as I used to be a
strong Arminian.)
So while the biblical doctrine of hell might be problematic in some respects, it is
no more so for the Calvinist
than for the Arminian.

Adblock: the cure for Facebook advertisements
By Ben Mattice
It was mentioned last week
that there's an advertisement
on Facebook from JC Penny
giving us a picture of a woman in her underwear. Thank
you for pointing this out.
I agree with Stephanie in
that men need to avert their
eyes, and both men and women should remain indignant
over such things. That advice
was a good practical first step.
Now we should ask the
question, how can we eradicate this foolishness from
such a common Web site?
At first I thought, “Hey,
let’s start a Facebook group
and protest!” Well, we tried

that with the Facebook feeds
and look where that got us.
Then I thought, how about
we get the whole computer
science department to create a virus that will wipe out
Facebook forever!
Then I realized it might be
illegal, and I wouldn’t have
a good excuse to waste time
in class any longer. So, I was
stumped.
Then, in class last Friday,
a friend of mine said, after
reading Stephanie‘s article,
“That’s what Adblock is for!”
And it hit me! Why hadn’t I
thought of it before? Adblock, of course!
Now for those of you
who have never bothered to

download Mozilla Firefox or
have downloaded it and never heard of Adblock before, I
will explain.
Adblock is an extension for
the open source Web browser
Firefox. It eliminates all nonflash animation ads on a Web
page or Web site by request.
Therefore, if you don’t like
an ad on any Web site, you
can erase it.
“So, I don’t have Firefox,”
you say and “Where do I get
it from?”
I reply: Mozilla.com, and
after you’ve downloaded
that, open up Firefox, click
on your “Tools” Menu, scroll
down to “Add-ons” and
click. A window will appear,

and in the bottom right-hand
corner of that window you
will find a link that says “Get
Extensions.” Click on it. You
will find a search box at the
bottom. Type Adblock Plus.
It will be about halfway
down the list. Download it.
Use it. Don’t waste anymore
time with harmful ads.
That wasn’t too hard now,
was it? And if you want a
direct link, Adblock can be
found at http://Addons.
mozilla.org/firefox/1865.
And if you are having
trouble with flash animation
advertisements too, look up
Flashblock on the Extensions
page of Mozilla.com.

Annihilation: against eternal punishment
By Dan Wagar

If there's one Christian
doctrine that has caused me
more doubt about the nature
of God, it's the doctrine of
hell. There are two essential
problems with the classic
doctrine of hell.
First, it doesn't match up
with God’s benevolent and
just character.
Second, it makes difficult
the promise that God will
reconcile all things to himself through Christ (Colossians 1:20). Because as long
as souls exist who are experiencing the torment of separation from God, the need for
reconciliation will exist.
First is the problem of justice. Hell is the place where
God will ultimately make his
justice known by doling out
the punishment sin deserves.
The reason eternal conscious
punishment (ECP) is a difficult concept is because it
can't possibly be a just punishment for finite and imperfect beings.
Some say, when we sin,
we are sinning against an infinite and perfect God, and
therefore we deserve ECP.
But this concept actually
misperceives what it means
to be an infinite, perfect and
immutable God.
Here's what is meant: A
finite and created being can
never perform an action that
could damage or harm an
infinite and immutable God,
otherwise God isn't truly immutable or transcendent.
Rather, our sins are only
sins against God indirectly
to the extent that they cause
damage against his creation,
namely the earth and its inhabitants. Because our sins
only harm other finite beings
and the finite creation, yet

do not directly harm an “unharmable” God, it can never
be just to punish sins both
consciously and eternally.
So if hell doesn't constitute ECP, then what does hell
constitute? Some Christian
thinkers, such as theologian
John Stott, believe hell is the
place where non-believers
will be temporally punished
for the sins they've committed, after which their souls
will be destroyed and they'll
cease to exist forever.
Once these souls cease to
exist, there will no longer be
a need for them to experience
the evil of separation from
God and complete reconciliation of the created order will
be realized. Furthermore, not
only is the destruction of the
souls in hell a proper punishment for their disobedience,
it can also be viewed as merciful when compared to ECP,
and thus this annihilationist
view makes possible the reality of both hell and God’s
loving justice.
While many Christians
find difficulty in challenging
long-held beliefs about hell, I
believe the classic doctrine of
hell is inconsistent with the
character of the God.
Personally, I'm indebted to
a Taylor professor for many
of the ideas in this article
and for pointing me toward
the work of Stott ("Taking a
Closer Look at Eternal Torture") that defends a biblical
concept of annihilation.
I challenge those with
doubts about the classic doctrine of hell to reference Stott
or other Christian annihilationists and enter into open
dialogue with fellow Christians about both the classic
doctrine of hell and the annihilationist view.
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Sweet success: TU wins
Lady Trojans roll past Dakota State 67-56,
advance to Sweet 16 for first time since 1998
By Trevor Kight and
Andrew Miller
Contributors
With an average frontcourt
height of nearly 6’2”, the Dakota State University women's basketball team certainly
appears intimidating.
But following Taylor's 6756 victory over DSU in the
first round of the NAIA Division II National Tournament,
TU senior Allison Easterhaus
simply likened her team’s
opponent to the Canaanites.
“We were facing giants,”
Easterhaus said. “Those girls
were huge. But just like Joshua and Caleb, we weren’t
afraid and took it to them.”
While the senior’s biblical
comparison may seem like a
stretch to some, anyone who
was at the Gateway Arena in
Sioux City, Iowa Wednesday
evening would understand
what Taylor's leading rebounder meant.
Dakota State, which entered the tournament ranked
No. 14, was used to dominating opponents with its
physical presence inside.
TU's players knew they
would have to play smart
basketball in order to walk
away with just the second
national tournament victory
in the school’s history, with
the other win coming in 1998
under Coach Tena Krause.
“It was the defense that
came through for us again
tonight," Krause said.
No. 22 Taylor started the
game down 0-4 after failing
to score in their first six possessions. Sophomore guard
Paige Rudolph got TU on the
board with a layup at the 17-
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minute mark, igniting an 8-0
Taylor run.

From that point on,
Krause’s squad took control

of the contest, exploiting
Dakota State’s inconsistent

shooting and ball handling
by playing solid defense.
After a couple of Dakota
State baskets, the Taylor offense clicked again, this time
running off 14 straight points
with its strong bench play.
Taylor's bench players outscored the team’s starters 2019 in the first half, leading to
a 39-25 halftime advantage.
TU's 2-3 zone caused problems for the Dakota State,
holding DSU to 29 percent
shooting from the floor in the
first half. Rudolph and junior
Jen Ferguson led the way for
Taylor with seven points
each at the intermission, and
juniors Katie Madden and
Rhiannon Edwardsen contributed six. As a team, TU
shot a blistering 59 percent
from the floor, including 43
percent from beyond the arc.
“I wasn’t thinking too
much about stepping up just
because it was nationals,”
Edwardsen said. “I treated
the game just like any other,
playing hard and doing my
best fitting into my role.”
The Taylor starters opened
up the second half with an 81 run, widening TU's lead to
a game-high 22 points.
Dakota State slowly crept
closer to Taylor, and with
4:30 left on the clock, DSU
had narrowed the deficit to
11. However, Taylor's senior
duo of Amber Bond and Jenny Dawes responded with
six quick points to finish off
Dakota State.
Balanced scoring helped
TU overcome its 26 turnovers as eight players scored
at least six points. Madden
and Dawes led the team
with 12 points each, Amber

Trojans fall 5-4 after Eagles' seventh-inning comeback
By Ryan Schmucker
Contributor
with Andrew Neel
Sports Editor
On Thursday, Taylor's
baseball team was one out
away from extending its wining streak to seven games.
Instead, IU Southeast
scored three runs in the bottom of the seventh inning and
the Trojans (10-5) dropped
their first game to the Grenadiers 5-4 despite a solid pitching performance from freshman Landon Good. Taylor
fell 2-0 in the second game of
the day against IUS.
The Taylor baseball team
entered last weekend's fourgame series with Alice Lloyd
College with a respectable 5-3

record. The Trojans left Kentucky with a 9-3 record and a
six-game winning streak.
“Our bats really started to
come alive this weekend,"
senior Chris Nycz said. "Our
pitching has been great and
as we continue with the season, our defense as a team
will continue to improve,
[which will] make for an exciting season as we get into
conference play.”
Taylor set the tone quickly in first game on Friday
against Alice Lloyd as the
Trojans' offense took over
and never looked back on
its way 11-4 win. Senior
Christian Burrell led Taylor
with three hits, including a
three-run home run to spark
a five-run fifth inning for the

Trojans. Senior Mike Bentley
also collected three hits, and
freshman Michael Kraynak
went 2-for-3 in the contest to
bolster TU's attack.
Freshman pitcher Ryan
Boden started in the game,
giving up only three earned
runs and pitching six innings, while attaining his
second win of the season.
In the second game, Good
pitched for the Trojans and
earned his third win of the
season. Good threw four and
2/3 innings while allowing
no earned runs and only four
singles. Freshman Matt Kirkendale closed out the game
from the mound by retiring
the final four Alice Lloyd hitters and getting his first save.
as Taylor won 5-2.

The Trojans' bats stayed
hot as well, with Bentley and
fellow senior Tad Litwiller,
sophomores Matt Maple and
Paul Passiales and freshman
Travis Lee each collecting
two hits for Taylor.
"Our young guys are gaining experience as we all are
getting playing time and are
getting comfortable playing
with each other ... at this level," Good said. "The upperclassmen have been a great
help with that."
The third game of the
weekend saw much of the
same from Taylor's offense,
which pulled out to an early
lead by scoring 11 runs in the
first three innings. Bentley
started the game for Taylor
and ultimately picked up his

second win of the season as
Taylor cruised past the Eagles 13-7.
Junior
Drew
Severns
pitched two scoreless innings
in game three, and freshman
Landon Anspach finished the
game by retiring the Alice
Lloyd hitters in order. Bentley, Kraynak, and sophomore
Taylor Wilde each had two
hits to lead Taylor's offense.
Nycz pitched all seven
innings in game four and
earned a 5-2 win to complete
the sweep of the Eagles.
“Anytime you can sweep a
four game series like that you
leave feeling pretty good,"
Coach Kyle Gould said. "Our
most important games of the
year are still in front of us, so
we have a ways to go."

Three keys to fantasy baseball success
By Trevor Kight and
Zac Pittman
Contributors
Winter is beginning to release its grip, and that can
only mean one thing: spring
training. That’s right: Fantasy baseball is back and better
than ever.
Millions of people play
fantasy baseball every year,
and the ones who win have
mastered a few simple keys
that separate them from the
pack. Using our fantasy expertise, we will now divulge
these secrets.
1. Forget top 10 lists. Most
fantasy Web sites devote

Sports

massive amounts of space to
the best 10 to 20 fantasy contributors. These guys are cornerstones, but they impact
the fantasy baseball world in
similar ways.
You do not win fantasy
leagues by winning the first
two or three rounds; you
win by identifying undervalued players you can draft in
rounds 10 and later.
2. Grab big name bats,
not big name pitchers. The
easiest way to sabotage your
team’s success in the first
month is by grabbing the
highest-valued hurlers early,
only to watch them suffer
classic complaints such as

“shoulder stiffness” or “elbow inflammation” in April.
The guys who swing the
bats are much more reliable
than the guys who throw the
ball, and you should plan
your drafts accordingly. It is
fine to get a stud to anchor
your staff, but the real key is
loading up on big-time bats
and filling in your pitching staff with bargains later.
The same goes for closers:
The season will see so many
turnovers for this position
that you should wait to fill
out your bullpen until the
middle to late rounds.
3. Root for your team! The
amateur fantasy owner may

think he should be dispassionate as he watches his
team throughout the season,
but it is vitally important to
have players you can genuinely cheer for on your fantasy team.
Give your players nicknames, develop a theme
for your squad, have fun
with the name of your team
–do anything you can to increase your enjoyment of
the league. This may sound
strange, but the people who
have the most fun with their
teams usually do most of the
winning as well.
If you have a favorite team
and want some of those stars

on your squad, get them–
unless you’re a Royals fan–if
they are at the right price or
place in the draft. Be an expert on your team so you can
jump on new players before
everyone else does.
Above all, have fun with
this national pastime. There
is nothing better for a baseball fan than competing in a
deep fantasy league with his
or her buddies.
You will learn more about
the players, you will experience the thrills of an up and
down season, and you will
certainly know more about
baseball than announcers on
FOX. Play ball!

Bond, Rudolph, Ferguson
and freshman Allison Sweeny each finished with seven,
and Edwardsen and sophomore Nikki Kassebaum both
added six. Madden had 11
rebounds for her third double-double of the year.
Although she is pleased
with the win, Krause said
bigger challenges lie ahead.
“Our schedule has helped
prepare us for games like
this,” Krause, now in her
18th season at Taylor, said.
“If we play great defense, we
can beat anybody. I am very
proud of our girls.”
On Friday, the team will
face Iowa Wesleyan, who
upset second-seeded Menlo
63-50 on Wednesday. Iowa
Wesleyan received an automatic bid to nationals as the
winner of the Midwest Classic Conference tournament,
but failed to receive any
votes in the final top-25 poll
of the season. Still, Taylor
knows no tournament game
is ever easy.
“When we play settled, I
feel good on the sideline,”
Taylor Assistant Coach Denise Johnson said. “We can
advance further in the tournament if we can take care of
the ball and continue to play
great defense.”
Taylor's players feel good
about their tournament
chances as well.
“We have confidence now
that we can ... go out and win
on Friday,” Dawes said.
Tip-off for Friday’s contest
is scheduled for 4 p.m. CST.
WBAT 1400 AM will have the
call beginning at 4:45 p.m.
EST, and the Web cast will be
available at WBAT.com.

Trojans Sports
(Home games in bold)

#22 Women's
Basketball

(22-11, 10-6)
W, 67-56 Dakota State

Upcoming games:
Iowa Wesleyan Fri. 5 p.m.
NAIA Sweet 16
(Listen on WBAT.com)
TBD Elite Eight Sat. 7 p.m.

Track

Upcoming events:
Friday-Saturday
NAIA Indoor Track & Field
Championships
Johnson City, Tenn.

(Men)
200 Meter, 60 M, pole vault
(Women)
3000 M, distance medley

Baseball

(9-5)
4-0 record vs. Alice Lloyd
0-2 record vs. IU Southeast
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Earlham
Tuesday
Indiana Tech 1 p.m.
Thursday
at Ohio Northern

Softball

(0-4)
L, 9-3 William Woods
L, 15-6 William Jewell
L, 8-0 William Jewell
L, 12-10 Union
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Purdue North Central
Thursday
Anderson 3 p.m.

